Tekralite - Instructions for Use
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Your Tekralite comes with its
Place the Tekralite on the pad,
Your light will take approximately
When the green light is on, this
own charging pad (fig 1), it
(Fig 4)the charging light on the
3.5hrs to charge fully. When
means that your Tekralite is fully
communicates with the charging pad will begin to change colour.
charging, the charging light on the
charged and is ready to be used.
pad to ensure it doesn’t over
Importantly you must check
Tekralite will be solid RED (fig 2).
heat when charging. Please
that the charging light on the
The light is fully charged, the
Your light may get warm during
ensure that you only use the pad
Tekralite is now solid Red. If
charging light turns solid GREEN for
its charging cycle, this is normal.
that comes with your light for
you do not see a red solid
2mins and then switches off
optimal charging, battery life and
charging light move the light
It is important that the Tekralite is
Please keep your light and
safety!
slightly on the pad until you do.
not disturbed during the charging
charger in the open air, do not
Connect the charging pad (with
cycle so that the RED charging light
cover it while charging.
the supplied USB cable) to any
It is normal for the light on the
remains on at all times.
USB port on a computer or
Pad to change colour during
If you do not see any green light at
Do not place it in a hot place (for
charging adaptor. A blue LED on
charging, this is the cooling
the end of the charging, it may be
example a sunlit window sill)
the pad will turn on momentarily process and changes from Blue
that you simply missed it (it only
while charging.
to show it is powered up.
to Flashing red
stays green for 2mins)
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
To activate your light, hold the
To deactivate your light, do the Your light is intelligent and will sense Your light is designed to be 100%
light with the Loop end facing
exact same thing as step
if there is movement. If it’s senses
water proof. It is not designed
down. (Fig 3). Tap the light
number 5. Tap your light 3
movement it will flash 3 LEDS, 2 LEDS for scuba diving or submersion in
(sternly) on a surface or the heel
times while counting at a
then 1 LED and then return to the
deep water for prolonged
of your other hand 3 times.
normal speed. 1-2-3.
start of the cycle. If it does not detect periods. It’s designed for use in
Count 1-2-3 while you do this at Your Taps need be quite stern, movement, it will start to sleep after
or around the surface of the
the same speed you would
if you are using a surface to Tap
10 minutes, flashing one less LED
water. It is happy being
usually count. It may take you a
your light on, make sure it’s
until it goes to sleep completely after
submerged for long periods up
few times to get the rhythm.
smooth and doesn’t damage
30mins and then stops flashing
to 1m in depth. Your light has no
Please see our activation video
the surface of your light. The
completely. Any movement will cause
buttons or charging points for
on our website.
heel of your other hand is ideal
the light to waken and reset the
this reason.
www.tekrapod.com for more
as the surface to tap against.
count down all over again.
It has good shock resistance but
information.
please don’t throw it out of
planes or rocket ships!

Fig 1

Warranty:
Your device has a 1 year no
quibbles warranty. Just pop it in
the post and send all the parts
including the charging pad and
cables back to us.
E-mail us with the problem at
Info@tekrapod.com
Send to Tekrapod Ltd
Faslowart Hill
Fivemilebourne
Sligo, Ireland F91 XY28

Fig 2

Fig 3

Warranty:

Disposal:
Please dispose of your device
responsibly at an authorised disposal
depot

The warranty refers to fair use
wear and tear. It doesn’t
include being dropped out of a
plane, being eaten by the dog
or used while deep sea diving.

Please see our activation videos on
www.tekrapod.com
Thank you for purchasing Tekralite!

Fig 4

Tips:

If you have any trouble turning on or off
your light, pop it on the charger for a
while. This will reset the light, check
that its charged and get it working
again.
If you don’t see a green light after
charging for some time, it ,may be that
the green light came on and switched
off after 2mins, it may look like your
light wont charge, but in fact it’s 100%.

